[Several clinico-genetic aspects of epilepsy associated with schizophrenia].
Using genetic principles as a methodological tool, an attempt is made to substantiate the existence of combined psychoses-schizoepilepsy and epischizophrenia. Comparing the theoretically derived incidence of schizoepilepsy (0.5%) and epischizophrenia (0.8%) with the corresponding factual values (0.24 and 1.08%), obtained from a summary of his own and other researchers' findings, the author comes to the conclusion that as far as the penetrating characteristics is concerned, there is one-sided antagonism of schizophrenia to epilepsy but not vice versa. The unfavourable course of schizophrenia in patients, whose condition is aggravated by epilepsy with epileptiform fits during insulin therapy, is reviewed in the light of the genetic conception of homeostasis.